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Abstract: This paper describes about the wind 

power and its potential that can be harnessed in the 

future to meet the current energy demand. With 

detailed description of the wind turbine and the 

wind generator, focus has been given on the 

interconnection of the generators with the grid and 

the problems associated with it. The use of power 

electronics in the circuitry and their applications 

has also been emphasized. The use of soft 

computing technique enable the way to emphasis 

the stability of the overall wind energy system. At 

the end a voltage compensating technique used with 

respect to various types of fault and their result is 

being analyzed and how the system is reacting at the 

time of fault with or without the compensation 

block.Lastly it is analyzed how fast and dynamically 

the system is reacting to the fault and attain the 

stability after fault is being removed. 

Keyword: Renewable Energy,DC-DC Converter,Fuzzy 

Logic,Capacitor.  

I Introduction 

To generate electricity from wind energy, the wind 

turbine plays a pivotal role .It is basically a rotating 

machine which in initial step converts kinetic energy 

into mechanical energy and then this mechanical 

energy is transformed into electric  energy by other 

parts of the wind conversion unit. Along with wind 

turbine there are other parts which in total forms the 

system and these are Wind generator, power unit, wind 

energy converter. Wind turbines are basically classified 

into two types based on their axis of rotation namely 

horizontal axis turbine and vertical axis turbine. In 

present scenario mostly horizontal axis is used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

turbine and vertical axis turbine. In present scenario 

mostly horizontal axis is used[1]. 

1.1 Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines 

                In Horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWT) 

the rotor shaft coupled with blades and along with 

electric generator are placed at the roof of the axis. A 

gearbox is also present which makes which drives the 

electric generator during the slow turns of the blades. 

In general the turbine is placed pointing in a upwind 

manner to compensate the turbulence produced by the 

tower. The tower blades are placed at a suitable 

distance from the pole or sometimes in a tilted fashion 

to avoid any conflict with other parts during high wind 

situation. The blades are also made firm to keep the 

edges from being pushed due to high winds. 

Though there is significant problem of turbulence still 

downwind machines comes into market and have their 

own position and significance. During high wind force 

the blades of the downwind machine actually gets 

slightly bend to reduce swept area, which in turn 

reduces wind resistance. The excess amount of 

turbulence sometimes causes severe damage and leads 

to system failure. 

1.1 Vertical axis Wind Turbines 

              In this type of wind turbines the rotor is not 

need to placed at the top facing the wind direction 

rather it is placed horizontally and this makes its 

construction more stable as it does not need the tower 

to support the rotor and require less maintenance. This 

design also brings another advantage as it can easily 

cope with wind direction that means it can utilize 

winds from varying directions. The only drawback it 

suffers from is the generation of pulsating torque. 

1.2 Power System Stabilization 

           The Wind system must have the capability to 

reduce the power system oscillation, which occurs to 

transient fault. The wind turbine has to diminish the 

fault before it affects the stabilization of the power 

system[4]. 
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In this project the following aspects are considered: 

 Fast attaining of stability after transient fault 

 Generation of controlled active power to 

suppress the system oscillation 

 Optimal control of the relatively slow pitch 

system 

 Reducing the oscillation due to transient by 

oscillating power extraction 

 Analysis of effect of wind turbine control in 

the overall system stability 

 The wind turbine are basically classified as variable 

speed, variable pitch turbine. These are drive with 

conventional way as it is composed of gearbox and 

fully scaled synchronous generator. Though in majority 

situation it is noticed that variable speed drive 

preferably works with doubly fed induction motor still 

full scaled synchronous generator are preferred as they 

gained immense popularity due to its some of its 

advantages over the former and various researches are 

also carried out in this field Various control units and 

methods are proposed and implemented to make this 

turbines more enable to tackle the transient fault and to 

prevent the loss of stabilization in the system. Different 

controlling algorithm is proposed in order to suit 

various fault issues and is made utilized to handle that 

fault. A realistic power model is analyzed by 

simulating different transient faults and also the mutual 

impacts of both power system and wind turbines are 

taken into consideration. 

1.3    Grid Connection Requirements 

  

In early energy scenario there is not much hype about 

wind energy utility or wind energy generation. 

Therefore there is no requirement of grid connection 

with the wind turbines. But as the time passage by and 

more works shifted towards the generation of wind 

energy and which leads to involvement of grid 

connection with the wind turbines. During the 1990s, 

these connection rules are presented and implemented 

in various countries such as Germany and Denmark. 

This harmonization is later accepted by national 

network association and wind energy association for 

the up liftmen of the wind turbine manufacturers, wind 

farm owners[6]. 

a) Active Power Control: 

There is generally two basic reason to control the 

active power one is to control the increase in frequency 

during steady condition and the second reason is to 

attain voltage and frequency stability during transient 

fault. Though it cannot be distinguished between active 

power flow during normal condition and transient 

condition from the analysis of GCR. The analysis of 

power flow is generally required during the transient 

fault condition in order to check if the power flow can 

be reduced when fault occurs so that the wind turbine 

speed can be prevented from increasing. If the wind 

turbine is directly connected to the grid connected 

generator then the 

  

reactive power demand is less and which effectively 

reduce the power demand after the fault is cleared so 

that the voltage dips due to fault can be eliminated and 

the system can regain its voltage stability. Another 

concern is the rate of increase in power flow when the 

fault is cleared. This analysis is required in order to 

prevent power surges to avoid interruption of energy 

generation. The analysis of power flow is required in 

all GCR. The consideration of factors for analyzing 

greatly depends on various factors such as short circuit 

power. The low short circuit power result in high 

power flow after the fault is cleared that‟s why the 

more control of power is necessary in order to keep the 

system in stable condition. 

b) Frequency Operating Range 

The wind turbine must tolerate the frequency deviation. 

In many grid connected system primary and secondary 

frequency control are utilized. The main reason of 

frequency control is required during transient duration 

as at that time there is much fluctuation in system 

frequency, which can easily lead to an unstable system. 

The frequency tolerance of the wind turbine must be 

high as possible because if the turbine cannot be able to 

handle the fluctuation then it leads to the discontinue in 

energy generation but excessive frequency range also 

effect the working of wind turbine because in some 

cases it is seen that the speed of the turbines greatly 

depend on the grid frequency. The operation of 

variable speed turbines with doubly fed induction 

generators, is to a large extend independent of the grid 

frequency, while the operation of variable speed 

turbines with full-scale converters is fully independent 

of the grid frequency[11]. 

c) Voltage Control and Reactive Power 

Compensation 

In both utility and customer side each equipment 

posses a specified voltage rating with in which it can 

operate easily or else it will lead to system or 

equipment failure. So the control reactive power 

demand and voltage control must be necessary to keep 

the voltage within its limit. In some grid connection the 

wind turbines also contribute in voltage control. In 

Figure 1 the reactive power demand are compared in 

terms of power factor. In the figure it is noted that 

lagging power factor denotes reactive power demand 
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and the leading power denotes the reactive power 

absorption. 

d) Transient Fault and Voltage Operating 

Range Requirements: 

In this section the working voltage is relate with the 

trip times. The correlation must be considered in order 

to synchronize the wind turbine with the grid.The co 

relation between active and reactive power is not taken 

into consideration. Along with voltage operating limits 

the transient fault ride through is also mentioned. 

During the voltage the export of current increases in 

order to compensate power flow as before when the 

fault does not occur. This implies that the whole wind 

farm must be designed for currents larger than rated 

current. 

II. Proposed Work 

The aim of the research work is to improve the current 

and voltage profile and by the use of the reactive power 

efficiently which will finally optimize the output of the 

system. But before this a lot of problem occurs like 

harmonic distortion and this will also improve by the 

combination of the FUZZY+PI. 

As the consumption of the power is increased we have 

to find the next source, which serves afterwards, and as 

we know decaying of the fossil fuel increasing the 

stress of the person that what would be the next source 

of the power supply. So wind power could be the new 

source after finishing of the fossil fuel. So merging of 

the different types of plant taken place with each other 

by which the efficiency increase. But in the merging of 

the plants a lot of problems occur and synchronization 

is really hard which is due to alternator and turbine. 

2.1 Facts Devices 

Definition of FACTS from records consistent with 

IEEE, has the abbreviation of flexible AC 

Transmission structures, is described as follows: 

„‟Alternating current transmission systems 

incorporating power electronics based and other static 

controllers to enhance controllability and power 

transfer capability‟ ‟The increase in effectiveness in 

electrical network largely effect by the increase in 

improvement in semiconductor device and the use of 

various static converter. This advancement in 

semiconductor devices also affects the controllability, 

transferability to a greater extent. Recent development 

of energy electronics introduces the usage of record 

controllers in power system. The FACTS devices also 

give an idea regarding the various cost in reactive 

power sources to compensate the lagging effect. The 

main disadvantage of FACTS devices is expensive. 

The FACTS devices provide smooth and faster 

response. In general it is based on thyristor or gate turn 

off thyristor . 

a. Fuzzy Logic 

It consists of different type of logics and the table made 

from the logics like 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic consist 

different logic, which could be partially false or 

partially true. Additionally bilingual or multilingual 

variable are used then it can be cosmos different 

function. We regularly used in daily bases in our home 

and locals. 

 

b. Super Capacitor/Ultra Capacitor. 

An ultra-capacitor is different from the conventional 

capacitor in different ways: The area of the plates is 

quite larger and the gap between the plate is also large 

as compared to the normal capacitor. The number of 

plates is of same magnitude as of the normal capacitor. 

The manufacturing material of ultra-capacitor is 

charcoal, which enhances the effective area of the 

plates, and upon the plates the quantity of the charge is 

much more in the ultra-capacitor. The dielectric 

material made from thick sheet of mica does the 

separation of plates. When these capacitor is charged 

then at that time the plates carries positive and 

negative charge produce an electric field which stores 

energy. 

 

 

 

          III. Implemented Methodology 

  Due to accessibility wind energy becomes most 

prominent source of energy generation. So in order to 

overcome various barriers during integration of wind 

with grid and make the system stable a simple static 

pulse technique is used. As there is many non-linear 

factor present in the wind system so most of the 

control logic find it difficult to adjust and solve the 

stability issue.So.in this case fuzzy fits better as this 

logic depends on both crisp and average values. 

Earlier this logic has not been used much in wind 

turbine control. One of the prominent reasons is that 

the control unit of wind turbine depends on small 

signal analysis and which can easily handled by the PI 

and PID controller. But as discussed above we are 

focusing on the large voltage sag due to fault and this 

Figure 1: Fuzzy Logic 
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analysis possess lots of non linearity‟s which can 

easily handled by the fuzzy controller because in a 

system if the problem cannot be presented in 

mathematical form and possess non linearity‟s, such 

problems can be resolved using fuzzy logic. On the 

other hand the conventional controllers, like PI and 

PID controllers, require a mathematical description of 

the system to be controlled, for their parameters to be 

tuned. For the design of a fuzzy logic controller, such 

a description is not necessary; as it is fully based on 

system behavior. This knowledge is presented in form 

of series rules, which are utilized to attain the system 

output from system input. The process of designing a 

fuzzy logic controller consists of the following steps: 

(i) determining the inputs and designing the fuzzy sets 

for these inputs, (ii) setting up the rules, and (iii) 

designing a method to convert the fuzzy result of the 

rules into a crisp output signal, known as 

Defuzzification. The derivatives are being generated 

from the set of rules which are generally grid freq and 

voltage. These rules are accounted as a set of crisp 

values and their importance can be presented as 

membership function. Rules indicates what pitching 

actions should be taken, based on all conceivable 

combinations of memberships. In the Defuzzification a 

crisp pitch angle set point is derived from the results 

of the different rules. Figure 2 shows how the fuzzy 

logic pitch angle controller is incorporated with the 

wind turbine model. The pitch angle set point, θ, is 

input to the pitch system of the wind turbine, and 

controls the electric power, which is injected into the 

power system.          

 

a. Implemented Fuzzy Rule 

 

Figure 3 :Snapshot of Fuzzy Rule Implemented 

 

Figure 4 :3D view of Fuzzy Output for Case 1 

. 

 

 

Figure 5: Fuzzy output 1 for ce =9.79 and e=6.52 

. 

IV. Simulation Result 

 

Figure 6 : Block Diagram of Proposed System 

 

Figure 2:Wind TurbinE Control Circuit with Fuzzy Logic 
Controller 
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Figure 7 Fuzzy Plus Proportional Integral Part 

 

Figure 8 Subsystem Load of a System 

 

Figure 9 :Wind System 

 

Figure 10 :Generator Output 

 

Figure 10 :Voltage Magnitude with SPWM controller in 3 phase 
Line to Ground Fault 

 

Figure 11 :Voltage Magnitude without SPWM Controller in 3 phase 
Line to Ground Fault 

 

 

 

V. Conclusion 

 

With pace of time tremendous technology came into 

existence. Researcher always try to develop latest 

technology which will be beneficial for society having 

low cost, maximum efficiency and easy to understand. 

In our dissertation work fuzzy logic technique used 

with PI controller in a STATCOM to enhance stability 

of a grid connected wind farm. The supervisor varies 

the gain of the PI controller during the transient period 

in a way that improves the system performance. The 

system has been modeled and simulated in the 

MATLAB 2016a technical environment with a case 

study. In our research work different cases have been 

study for example with controller and without 

controller, with SPWM and without SPWM and 

various fault cases. 

Simulation results show that there are some sections, 

which are improved as compared with base paper. First 

of all there is enhancement in power quality and which 

is very crucial factor. Besides this there are some 

crucial factors, which are enhanced in our research 

work like reactive power compensation (snag and 

swelling) executed very efficiently and maintain the 

voltage profile 

: 
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